Lesson 18: Word List
Study the words.
generation

result

a group of people born and living during the
same time
We need to look after the environment for
future generations.
the average length of time between the birth of
parents and the birth of their children
He’s a generation older than the rest of his
team.
a group of things that are developed from an
earlier type
We are developing the next generation of
mobile phones.

something that is caused by something else
that happened or was done before
The song was the result of weeks of working
on the lyrics and the music score.
the final score or a description of who won and
lost in a game, election
The election results will be available in one
hour.

frequent

deserve

happening often
The local train makes frequent stops.
acting or returning regularly or often
She’s a frequent visitor to our store.

do something or have/show qualities worthy of
reward or punishment
The teacher deserves praise from the parents
for a great school year.

rebellion

revolution

an effort by many people to change the
government or leader of a country by the use
of protest or violence
The French Revolution was a rebellion by the
people.
refusal to obey rules or accept normal
standards of behavior, dress
Our young teenager is showing signs of
rebellion.

the usually violent attempt by many people to
end the rule of one government and start a
new one
The group started a revolution.
a sudden, extreme, or complete change in the
way people live, work
Computers caused a revolution in the
workplace.
a complete turn that is made by something
around its center point or line
The Earth makes one revolution around its
axis in 24 hours.
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Lesson 18: Word List
Study the words.
uniform

equipped

a special kind of clothing that is worn by all the
members of a group or organization
Our soccer team wear blue and yellow
uniforms.
staying the same at all times, in all places, or
for all parts or members
We keep our restaurant at a uniform
temperature.

to provide someone with necessary materials
or supplies
We came equipped with our camping gear for
our long hike.
to provide something with a particular feature
or ability
All the buses are equipped with air
conditioning.
to prepare someone for a particular activity or
problem
I am well-equipped for any emergencies.

rival

deceit

a person or thing that tries to defeat or be
more successful than another
He is my rival in tennis.
something or someone that is as good or
almost as good as another person or thing
The company’s latest computer has no rivals.

dishonest behavior, behavior that is meant to
fool or trick someone
He got his way through lies and deceit.
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Lesson 18: Just the Right Word
Improve each sentence by crossing out the words in bold and replacing
them with a word from the word list. Write the word on the line.

1. The outcome ______________ of Betty and Lily’s argument was that the girls
would split the cookie in half.

2. The bus makes recurrent ______________ stops at my house during the
school year, helping me get to school faster.

3. There is a lot of disobedience ______________ in my house because I have
five siblings who are constantly fighting.

4. I wear a specific outfit ______________ to school because my principal
requires that we all look the same.

5. I always make sure that I am outfitted ______________ with a pencil, pen,
eraser, and folder for each class.

6. The competing ______________ team was rumoured to be better and stronger than us, but our teamwork helped us win the game.

7. There is a copious amount of trickery ______________ in mystery novels in
order to throw the reader off track.

8. She warranted ______________ a higher mark, but she didn't get it because
she missed a week of classes due to illness.
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Lesson 18: Antonyms
Write down the word that has the same meaning.
1.

origin, source

2.

inconstant, irregular

3.

fail, lose

4.

obedience, submission

5.

peace, harmony

6.

different, dissimilar

7.

bare, unfurnished

8.

companion, helper

9.

fairness, honesty

A. uniform
E. frequent
I. rival
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B. rebellion
F. result

C. deceit
G. revolution

D. equipped
H. deserve
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Lesson 18: Context Clues
Read each sentence and determine the meaning of the word using cross
sentence clues. Explain what clues helped you work out the meaning of the word.
1. After working so hard today, I deserve a cookie.
Definition of deserve: _______________________________________________
What clues in the sentence lead you to your definition?

2. Instead of regular clothes, I have to wear a uniform to school.

Definition of uniform: _______________________________________________
What clues in the sentence lead you to your definition?

3. When my rival beat me in the math contest I was miserable.
Definition of rival: __________________________________________________
What clues in the sentence lead you to your definition?

4. When uncle John went to chop down trees, he was equipped with an axe.
Definition of equipped: ______________________________________________
What clues in the sentence lead you to your definition?
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Lesson 18: Paragraph
Read the paragraph and fill in the missing words from the Word List.
The video game was about a war from a __________ ago. My character
was part of the __________ against the current government. The leader
of my troop started the __________. My __________ was blue, and the
__________ uniform was gray. Sometimes it was hard to tell the
difference! I was __________ with an old rifle. There were __________
sounds of war all around. In addition to following orders, I had to talk to
people to gather information. I had to decide if they were telling the
truth, but I got tricked by their __________ a few times. The
__________ of the war was that my troop won! It took a long time for
me to learn the game, so I think I __________ the victory!
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Lesson 18
Answers:
Page 122 – just the right word:

Page 123 – antonyms:

Page 124 – context clues:

Page 125 – paragraph:
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